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There are numerous articles and books on the HIV/AIDS epidemic. In writing
this review I carried out a quick scan of new social science books with the
words HIV and AIDS in the titles. I identified seven from main stream
publishers in 2012 and six up to mid-2013 (including the titles reviewed here).
Readers and scholars, unless they are autodidacts, need to be selective
about what they read.

These two books look at the economics of the pandemic at the global
scene level and global politics and South African activism respectively.
Interestingly both remark on the need for more research in order to understand
the issues they address. The point, which neither makes, is we need deeper,
nuanced research not simply more.

Mbali’s book is developed from her PhD. This documents and interprets
the history of AIDS activism from its beginnings to about 2004, five years
after the establishment of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) (there is
a useful postscript that takes the story up to about 2011). She examines the
responses to the AIDS from the emergence of the epidemic in 1982. She goes
on to describe political transitions, the changing role of TAC and the
development and growth in international alliances. The book is in two parts:
‘AIDS activism and South Africa’s transition’ and ‘the TAC and global
health politics’.

Johnston sets out a critical review of the work of economists especially
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in relation to their perspective on disease. Her book is neatly divided into
two parts each with four chapters. The first section comprises chapters
looking at ‘The economics of HIV transmission: fads and fashions’, the
second part is ‘The economic impact of AIDS: the past, the present and the
future’. The opening chapter asks if economics and HIV/AIDS is a failed
opportunity, and she ends with advocating for a new approach to economics.

Both books tell stories of disappointment. In the case of Mbali she
addresses the inability of government to respond appropriately to the
greatest public health and development challenge faced by the state.
Johnston considers her discipline to have botched the issue, stating in her
preface: ‘Economics has largely failed to provide useful insights on the HIV/
AIDS pandemic. The inability of a dominant branch of social science to
assist in understanding an illness with significant social, economic and
emotional effects is a serious failing in its own right’.

Mbali’s analysis is strongest when looking at the evolution of the TAC
and understanding how it built global alliances. The key moments were the
emergence and rapid spread of HIV; the development of Anti-retroviral
therapy in 1996; the establishment of the TAC in 1998 to advocate for
treatment, including prevention of mother to child transmission, which at
that point in the epidemic, was fairly simple to provide; the government’s
unwillingness to provide this and indeed any treatment; the court case where
the administration took on the pharmaceutical industry and won the right to
provide cheaper generic medicine; and finally the Mbeki denial of the
efficacy of drugs and ultimately his questioning the existence of HIV.

This book might be described as the biography of the TAC. It is written
by someone who was intimately involved with the organisation in its critical
early years. It is perceptive and, at times, passionate. It is an output of a PhD,
and as such is to be applauded. As Mbali grows as a scholar her work and
analysis should deepen. There are, in this book, many pointers to directions
she could take. One example is  describing the emergence of AIDS as
‘coincidental’ with ‘the dying days of apartheid’. This needs to be thought
through more carefully. Johnston’s book would help her in understanding
the reasons for the spread of epidemic as being more than coincidence.

Both authors have activist, feminist and leftist backgrounds and this
comes through in their writing. They see the AIDS epidemic as a preventable
disease that has unnecessarily swept across Southern Africa. There is a
sense of outrage at what has happened. Mbali does not have suggestions
as to what is to be done. Her book is a record and history of South African
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activism and its links to the world. Johnston has written a text book with
policy implications to be drawn from political economy. Her combining of
Hunter’s (2010) ideas of the political economy of affliction with O’Laughlin’s
(2013) political economy of intimacy is ground breaking and innovative and
needs more thought and analysis.

What is missing from both books and indeed from most of the literature
is a better analysis of gender relations. Mbali points to tensions in an
organisation in which, initially, the leadership was mostly male; where sexual
harassment was a fact of life; in a country where, in 2006, the then Deputy
President Jacob Zuma was tried for rape. He was acquitted. However, at the
time of writing (September 2013) the COSATU (the leading trade union
congress) general secretary Zwelinzima Vavi was put on special leave
following the lodging of a grievance against him by a junior staff member.
Vavi was charged with bringing the organisation into disrepute by hiring the
woman without following proper protocol and having sex with her at the
COSATU offices. Johnston hints at the need for better gender analysis,
noting that a standard microeconomic model that treats at decisions about
sexual interactions as being free and informed by both men and women
ignores political, cultural and social realities.

One observation is it seems that the publishers no longer provide the
quality of editing that I experienced with my early writing. This is evidenced
by silly errors in both books that should have been caught by a decent reader
or editor. The examples are: in Mbali on page 136 ‘On 19 April 2001, cheers,
song and dance erupted in a packed court room in the Pretoria High Court.
The world had just witnessed a dramatic turn in the latest legal challenge
faced by Nelson Mandela and his government…’. It was of course the Mbeki
Government, Mandela having stepped down two years previously. In the
Johnston book good copy editing would have made the writing more fluid.
The first paragraph on page 53 has two sentences that begin with ‘I hope ….’,
and there is some clumsy repetitive text.

Reviewing these two books was interesting and informative. I am an
economist who has been working on HIV and AIDS since 1987. Both authors
use material and publications I and colleagues produced. Economics and
politics, the growth in infections and the consequences and framed my
working life. The history of the epidemic is something that I have observed
and to some extent lived. An early contention in my work on HIV was that
we need to work across disciplines and talk to each other. Mbali should read
Johnston’s book and vice versa since there is much to inform their research
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going forward. How far was Mbeki’s view driven by the economics of
treatment? The work of economists has to speak to political leaders if it is
to translate into policy. The next stage of research into HIV, with a view to
understanding and stopping its spread, must focus on the political economy
of the disease. Sadly I fear we still work primarily in our silos.
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